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Presentations

Conferences: Midwestern Economics Association (Planned 2019), Economic Science Association-
North America (2018), Southern Economics Association (2018), Missouri Valley Economics
Association (2018)
Invited Talks: Western Illinois University (Planned 2019), New York University- Abu
Dhabi (2018)
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Research in Progress

Second-Order Beliefs and Gender in the Lab

When we observe an empirical gender wage gap or employment gap, there are two ways
that beliefs can contribute to this gap. One, decision-makers have �rst-order beliefs that
favor men and therefore they pay women less (or are less likely to hire women). The second
way is that women believe that decision-makers favor men, and thus never ask for the raise
(or apply for the job) in the �rst place. This latter type of belief has not been explicitly
measured. We develop a methodology to elicit people's second-order beliefs and execute a
lab experiment to measure people's �rst- and second-order beliefs about the relative math
and bargaining ability of men and women. Because we elicit both �rst- and second-order
beliefs, we are also able to estimate the distortion in people's beliefs. We �nd that men
and women both believe that men are better at math. Their second-order beliefs are
distorted� both men and women believe that men favor men more than they actually do
and believe that women favor men less than they actually do. First-order beliefs about
bargaining ability also favor men, but second-order beliefs are less distorted in this task.
Our methodology can be easily adapted to measure second-order beliefs along any demo-
graphic dimension and about any type of personal characteristic.

Mechanism Performance under Strategy Advice and Sub-Optimal Play:

A School Choice Experiment

We implement a laboratory experiment to study how strategy advice a�ects participants'
strategy decisions in a school choice game. In the strategy-proof Deferred Acceptance (DA)
mechanism, strategy advice prompts more participants to choose the dominant strategy of
truth-telling. In the Immediate Acceptance (IA) mechanism, strategy advice to implement
one of two heuristic strategies that are widely recommended in the �eld induces partic-
ipants to choose one of those strategies. We then use our data to perform exploratory
analyses on how the variation in the proportion of participants who choose sub-optimal
strategies a�ects mechanism performance. Consistent with the literature, we �nd that DA
outperforms IA in standard e�ciency and stability tests. Our advice treatment, in which
more participants choose the dominant strategy in DA and more participants choose one
of the recommended heuristic strategies in IA, increases the degree to which DA outper-
forms IA. Next, we consider the welfare of individual participants in the DA versus the
IA mechanism. Since our experiment is inter- rather than intra-participant, we do not
know a participant's counter-factual strategy. Instead, we address the issue by developing
a new typology of DA strategies that allows us to partially order sub-optimal strategies.
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Comparing individuals' welfare under their chosen heuristic strategy in IA to increasingly
irrational strategies in DA shows that DA continues to outperform IA, even under strategies
"far" from the theoretically optimal strategies. We �nd that disadvantaged participants
(those with priority at schools ranked low in their preferences) have the most to gain by
participating in the DA mechanism rather than the IA mechanism.
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